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 % avlab licence manager 1.6 75 % for a modern, easy to use,and free licence manager.It is mainly aimed at network license
adminstrators, but can also be used by other license admins.Implemented features are:-license assignment/reassignment-license
account notification-license status refresh (through WSUS)-fetch license list-group licenses (by user,group,company etc) and

print-usage and status reports.The licence manager is quite simple to use, the toolbar in its own window includes:All sort options
for usage, status and the license manager itself:usage graph list-statuslist-usage groups (can use'more')-license status groups

(company,user,group etc)Details the licence status can be either a message, or a list (the group field can
contain:all,min,max,median,normal,peak,date/time (depending on the graph type),or an array of groups.The licence manager
also has a history button, which saves last drawn graph, and in its own window it shows a graph of the last 5 licenses, with its

status.And of course, an export button so that you can have a nice graph to show your boss.The licence manager is for now only
in german language, but it is a very simple app to translate to english, and the translation itself can be done.When you find

something you like, please tell me so i can improve it, and translate it.This project is currently in development:i) add
functionality for licence status history (like above)ii) add a print button so that users can print the licence manager window
(seems like a nice feature for license adminstrators who print licences for their users every month, or year)iii) to allow the

licence manager to be used offline so that users can always have the licence manager on their system without having internet
connection.If you like the licence manager, and would like to support me to continue developing it, you can leave your email

here:Q: dojo.provide() function I want to use dijit/form/uploader/SelectFileButton to upload a file. I have a sample function, but
I'm wondering why it doesn't work. require(["dojo/dom", "dijit/form/uploader/SelectFileButton"], function(dom,

UploadFileButton){ function uploadFile 82157476af
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